
Week beginning 20th April Year Three 

Reading Comprehension 
1 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/fossils-worksheet-t2-s-865  

Mrs Tyler’s group - 1 star 

Miss Branch’s group - 2 stars 

Miss Wiseman’s group - 3 stars 

Reading Comprehension 
2 

 https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/au-t2-e-2195-year-3-
4-seeds-and-weeds-differentiated-reading-comprehension-
activity  
Mrs Tyler’s group - 1 star 

Miss Branch’s group - 2 stars 

Miss Wiseman’s group - 3 stars  

Mathematics 1 

 https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-he-148-new-year-3-
maths-addition-and-subtraction-workbook  

Miss Wiseman’s group- pages 1, 2, 7-14 

Miss Branch’s group – all pages but no challenges 
Mrs Tyler’s group – all pages including the challenges  

Mathematics 2 

Choose 10 items in your house or garden and measure them 

using either centimetres or metres. If you don’t have a ruler or 

tape measure at home try using a non-standard measure like a 

spoon. 

Challenge: measure an object around the outside and find the 

perimeter. 

Writing Task 

Choose a Julia Donaldson story and write a different ending for 

it. Illustrate your ending too. Don’t forget to use capital letters, 

full stops and speech marks if a character is talking.  

Word focus 

This week’s word is ‘magnificent’. Write the definition of this 

word and put it in a sentence. Find some other words that 

mean the same (synonyms) and find some words that are the 

opposite (antonyms). 

Task for the week 

Choose a dinosaur and find out everything you can about it, e.g. 

name, size, where it lived, what it ate. Draw it, write a fact file 

about it or make a poster to show what it looked like. Have a go 

at making it if you want a challenge. 

Challenge for the week 
(with the family) 

When you are outside, either in the garden or on your daily 

walk, list all the natural creatures that you see each day and 

record them either as a list or in pictures or a graph. Include 

insects, birds, animals like squirrels, dogs. If you want to make it 

super challenging, see if you can identify different birds. Record 

for each day. 
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